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European style, elegance and soul.
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Introducing: 
Highland 
Floors
A timber flooring 
range that you will 
love as much as we 
loved creating it.

Highland Floors Oak Series

190mm Oak - 2.0 Series 4-5

190mm Oak - 3.0 Series 6-7

220mm Oak - 3.0 Series 8

240mm Oak - 4.0 Series 9

148mm Oak - 3.0 Herringbone Series 10-11

Boracay Laminate Series

AC5 - Laminate Extra Heavy Duty 12-13

AC4 - Laminate Heavy Duty 14-15

Duraplank Series

Direct Stick Vinyl Series 16-17

Poeceae Bamboo Series

Poeceae Bamboo Series 18-19

Organic 
1900mm x 190mm x 14/3mm



White Ash

Latte

Sand Bar

Gun Stock

Cinnamon

White Sands

Solitude

Oak Buff Snow Cap

Midnight

Cornmeal 
2200mm x 220mm x 14/3mm

2.0
series
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190mm Oak 
Surface finishing is what gives a floor its beauty. Highland Floors 
advanced surface techniques include wire brushing, smoking of the 
natural tannin’s, perma-colour stains and finally world leading German 
Klumpp clear coatings. Our 190mm – 2.0 series has 10 designer 
colours that will compliment just about every family home. 

Specifications 

size 1860 x 190 x 12/2mm

click Tongue & Groove

finish 9 coats of German klumpp UV  
 lacquer 8% matte

species European oak

The very first inspiration of designing a floor that customers will 
fall in love with, is choosing the correct trees. At Highland Floors 
we only select the finest grades of European Oak, from licensed 
managed plantations throughout Europe.  

Selecting the best logs allows for a beautiful grain and 
consistency of colouring and surface finishing. Old world 
techniques such as hand scraping, wire brushing, raised 
knots and chiselling are engaged. Finally, choosing an alluring, 
enduring colour pallet is the final step in the artistic part of the 
design process.

Decades of timber knowledge and experience have afforded 
Highland Floors market leading technology relating to board 
construction, environmental friendliness and unique visual 
finishes. From the stringent milling processes using the most 
advanced mills available, to the QC and inspection teams 
committed to every stage of the production process, each and 
every single board of our oak range is individually cared for. 

The world leading technology that goes into our adhesives 
and coatings far surpasses Australian and European VOC 
requirements. The stained colours, which include reactive stains, 
capture the light in a natural subtle way allowing the warm grey 
and natural tones of the timber to be highlighted. Smoking and 
fuming the timber, collectively enhance the natural beauty of 
the growth rings and bring out a depth of colours that no other 
timber floor can offer.
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Flinders

Ibis 
White

Organic

Ash Grey

Harvest

Alpine

Infinity 
Grey

White 
Dove

Buttercup

Urban 
Pearl

Pistachio Grey 
Lace

Smoked 
Ash

Flaux

Pearl 
Dusk

Nutmeg

3.0
series
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190mm Oak 
Highland Floors only works with the best materials available; we 
offer beautiful flooring finishes with 9 coats of 8% UV lacquer 
by a leading German company called Klumpp. Klumpp create 
coatings that provide our boards with a natural finish where you 
feel closer and more connected to the raw product, without 
compromising its overall wear and durability.

     = 5G  = Tongue & Groove

Specifications 

size 1900 x 190 x 14/3mm

click 5G and Tongue & Groove

finish 9 coats of German Klumpp UV  
 lacquer 8% matte

species European Oak

Highland Floors 
Oak Hardwood
Highland Floors natural oak products utilise both Välinge’s most advanced  
5Gc locking system as well as a standard Tongue & Groove joining system.  
The 5G Välinge is the most efficient way of installing engineered floating floor 
today, whilst the T&G system is ideal for directly stuck down applications.  
Both joining systems are created from Eucalyptus hardwood centre core  
layers giving the floor excellent joining strength & exceptional board stability. 

Highland Floors made sure that dimensional stability was maintained for 
Australia’s harsh environment, with the use of hardwood material for its core.  
This then balances the top layer (Lamella) and the core together, so when the 
floor experiences extreme fluctuations in humidity within the home, the floor 
would then display minimal movement to any new environmental condition.

9 Coats UV Robust Lacquer

Oak Hardwood Lamella

9mm Crosswise
Small Hardwood Strips

2mm Spruce Stabiliser

9 Coats UV Robust Lacquer

Oak Hardwood Lamella

Tongue & Groove 5Gc

Profile
Type
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TinkerSilk Road

Terrian

GreigeCornmeal

Parlita Bosco

Leopold

BlendedStone  
Mountain

4.0
series

3.0
series 240mm Oak 

Highland Floors 240mm wide oak range is heavily packed with 
features and benefits and will enhance any style of home built 
today. Utilising complex surface treatments via reactive staining, 
smoking & semi fuming of the oaks lamella, you are assured  
that you are purchasing a totally unique floor that cannot be 
easily replicated. 

220mm Oak 
Our premium grade 220mm wide European Oak comes from 
managed forests and is milled to meet our stringent grading 
requirements. Our factory uses the latest German machinery  
to produce precision engineered flooring that will stand the test 
of time. Our robust invisible UV lacquer makes you feel like you 
are walking directly on the natural wood, while still possessing 
the durability and cleanability of a highly polished floor. 

Specifications 

size 2200 x 240 x 15/4mm

click Tongue & Groove

finish 9 coats of Klumpp super matte  
 UV lacquer 8%

species French Oak

Specifications 

size 2200 x 220 x 14/3mm

click Tongue & Groove

finish 9 coats of Klumpp Super Matte  
 UV lacquer 10-15% gloss

species European Oak
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Pistachio 

888mm x 148mm x 14/3mm

White Dove 
HB

Pistachio 
HB

Flaux 
HB

Alpine
HB

Urban Pearl
HB

3.0
series148mm 

Herringbone 
Our 148mm wide x 888mm long herringbone is one of the biggest 
parquetry planks on the market today. With 5 of our best-selling colours 
to choose from, this generous sized board is synonymous with elegance, 
grandeur and can be dressed to suit both modern and traditional styles.

Specifications 

size 888 x 148 x 14/3mm

click Tongue & Groove

finish 9 coats of German Klumpp UV  
 lacquer 8% matte

species European oak



Grey Ember 
2200mm x 193mm x 12mm

Ash Brown

Accolade

Stone Patino

Grey Ember

Hazel

Spotted Gum

Haddon Stone

Blackbutt

Ochre

Sphinx

AC5Extra Heavy Duty 
Residential/Commercial

Our AC5 rated laminate is one of Australia’s hardest wearing & realistic looking 
products on the market today. Its superior abrasive and impact resistance 
outperforms all competition and will perform above expectations for many many 
years to come. Our abrasion resistant surface and high-density core has been 
tested and verified to meet an Extra Heavy Duty Commercial rating. This makes  
it a phenomenal floor covering in both residential and commercial applications.

Specifications 

size 2200 x 193 x 12mm

click Drop Lock

finish AC5 Surface abrasion rating

core Carb 2
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Extra Heavy Duty Heavy Duty
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Boracay laminate flooring by Highland Floors, is an exceptional combination of High Definition (HD) digital printing and Embossed 
in Register (EIR) surface texture, which results in a floor that is indistinguishable from a natural timber floor. The grain, colour, knots 
and natural timber features replicate a timber floor with amazing clarity and definition. 



Devon

Blackbutt

Bales

Spotted Gum

Savoy Condah

Cavell Donne

AC4Heavy Duty  
Residential

At Highland Floors, our customers health and the environment are at the 
forefront of our laminate flooring design. Our high-density core exceeds the 
Australian Standards for allowable emissions of Volatile Organic Compound 
(VOC) by over 100 times. This ensures that your family, your home and the  
planet are protected from undue exposure to toxins that our competitors’ 
products cannot promise.

Specifications 

size 2250 x 195 x 12mm

click Drop Lock

finish AC4 Surface abrasion rating

core HDF core E1
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Spotted Gum 

2250mm x 195mm x 12mm



Linseed 
1505mm x 235mm x 5.0mm

Winter Terrace

Balsa Stone Moonah Spotted Gum Blackbutt

Tibetan Silk Sandalwood Stonecrop Shell Haven

Linseed

0.7mm 

wear layer
Vinyl 
With a heavy duty commercial 0.7mm wear layer & outstanding 
resistance to harsh UV light, Duraplank is one of Australia’s 
toughest forms of Luxury Vinyl Planks (LVP). Being 100% 
recyclable, this family & planet friendly form of flooring creates 
outstanding comfort and is exceptionally low maintenance.

Specifications 

size 1505 x 235 x 5.0mm

wear layer 0.7mm (Industry leading)

composition PVC virgin vinyl
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Duraplank is produced by one of the world’s premier Luxury Vinyl Plank (LVP) facilities and traces its roots in chemical engineering 
back over 45 years. Only Duraplank has Ecotecture® technology built into it. From the initial raw materials to the final packaged 
product, Ecotecture® provides you with unparalleled dimensional stability and an eco-friendly floor, built to tough it out in  
Australian all conditions.



Classic Range

Highland Floors 135mm Classic Bamboo Range is an engineered 
board designed for exceptional strength & dimensional stability. 
This board has amazing physical and mechanical properties.  
Its 16kn Janka Rating and overall lamella hardness exceeds  
97% of our top hardwoods grown throughout Australia.

Wideboard Range

Our Wideboard Range offers a more contemporary feel to 
your indoor environment. Its 185mm width profile demands 
a structurally sound engineered base which would not be 
achievable in old form solid bamboo. Our engineered bamboo 
technology now allows for bamboo floors to be laid over heated 
concrete slabs, as well as directly stuck down to both timber 
and concrete subfloors.

Bulmer 
1850mm x 185mm x 14mm

Tyres

185mm

135mm

Becher Cosser Perrins

Casper

185mm

135mm

Bulmer

185mm

135mm

Raglan

185mm

Furley

185mm

16KN 

Janka  
rating

Bamboo 
Highland Floors Engineered Strand Woven Bamboo has gained a 
reputation as an ecologically sustainable product, while being totally 
environmentally friendly. Bamboo is one of the fastest growing plants 
on the planet and compared to hardwood it grows at an amazing 
speed due to it being a grass and not a wood.

Bamboo 
Strength 

Bamboo has a higher Janka rating compared to traditional 
hardwood timbers.

Tasmanian Oak

Jarrah

Brush Box

Spotted Gum

Iron Bark

Strand Woven Bamboo

Specifications 

size (185mm) 1850 x 185 x 14/3mm

size (135mm) 1850 x 135 x 14/3mm

click Uniclic 
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Distributor:

www.highlandfloors.com.au

For all warranties and product certificates please refer to our website under  
downloads www.highlandfloors.com.au
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